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Viable Wikis Struggle for Life in the Wikisphere Camille Roth ∗ CRESS / Department of Sociology, University of Surrey, Guildford, GU2 7XH, UK [email protected]



Abstract Wikis are collaborative platforms enabling collective elaboration of knowledge, the most famous and possibly the most successful thereof being the Wikipedia. There are currently plenty of other active open-access wikis, with varying success: some recruit many users and achieve sustainability, while others strive to attract sufficient active contributors, irrespective of the topic of the wiki. We make an exploratory investigation of some factors likely to account for these various destinies (such as distinct policies, norms, user incentives, technical and structural features), examining the demographics of a portion of the wikisphere. We underline the intertwining of population and content dynamics and emphasize the existence of different periods of development of a wiki-based community, from bootstrapping by founders with a pre-established set of rules, to more stable regimes where constant enrollment and training of new users balances out the occasional departure of more advanced users. Categories and Subject Descriptors H.3.3, H.3.4 [Information storage and retrieval]: systems and software, online information services; K.4.3 [Computers and society]: collaborative work General Terms Human Factors, Management, Reliability Keywords Wikis, online communities, viability, wikisphere, collaborative work, user incentives, Wikipedia.



1.



Introduction



Wikis are websites whose content can be elaborated by generally any user in a collective and collaborative fashion — the most famous and possibly the most successful of these platforms being Wikipedia, a multi-lingual encyclopedia which also attracted a substantial academic interest recently [1– ∗ I am grateful for enlightening talk with Julien Levrel, and discussions with Nigel



Gilbert, Chris Goldspink, Bastien Guerry, Dario Taraborelli and Lu Yang. Research partly funded by EC project “PATRES”, contract #043268.



13].1 There are currently, however, plenty of other active wikis, with varying success: some recruit many users, achieving sustainability with established role distributions, frequent updating and efficient fight against vandalism, while others strive to attract contributors. These many projects either have distinct policies or scope but are still sustainable, or have identical policies but die; all endeavoring to survive within what may be called the “wikisphere”. Examples include topical wikis, such as ExampleProblems, a repository of math example problems, or geographical wikis, such as DavisWiki which aims at creating Davis, CA-related content. In this paper, we make an exploratory investigation of some factors likely to account for these various destinies, in terms of policies, norms, user incentives, as well as technical and structural features, so as to describe the pillars of the viability of wiki-based communities. Viability should be understood as dynamic stability of both population and quality content: in other words, a viable wiki should be able to survive large variations in the stock of users and articles so that the whole content can be maintained by a sufficient number of users. As our main interest is in online communities, we do not wish to consider wikis primarily supported by (and whose viability is thus linked to) pre-existing offline workgroups, where casual visitors would be unable to join as (full) contributors. We thus focus on communities emanating from the wiki platform, even if boundaries become relatively fuzzy when non-wiki groups open a wiki and let online visitors contribute (e.g., open-source developers of iPodLinux opening their documentation-writing process on a wiki) or when wiki groups partially transform into “real-life” communities (e.g., Wikipedians attending WikiMania conferences). We first examine the current state of the wikisphere and (dis)similarities between wikis, supported by quantitative analysis of their demographics. In a second part, we qualitatively describe several processes which may account for their dynamics and survivability, and eventually outline some basic ingredients of a model of a viable wiki community.



2. Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. WikiSym’07, October 21–23, 2007, Montréal, Québec, Canada. c 2007 ACM 978-1-59593-861-9/07/0010. . . $5.00 Copyright 



Many wikis... many communities



In this section, we empirically investigate how homogeneous and heteregeneous the wikisphere may be, focusing on two sets of wiki communities: (I) for a qualitative insight on the 1 Online collaborative knowledge creation is not a brand-new phenomenon: discussion



forums with experts tutoring novices, open-source software development groups are of the same sort. By contrast, sharp computer-related skills are not needed to participate in most wikis, whose ease of use have pulled in a larger range of users.



name Wikipedia EnciclopediaLibre Citizendium Ekopedia WikiIndex.org iPodLinux ExampleProblems Wikinfo WikiTravel World66 WikiWikiWeb DavisWiki



platform MediaWiki MediaWiki MediaWiki MediaWiki MediaWiki MediaWiki MediaWiki MediaWiki MediaWiki proprietary proprietary proprietary



license GFDL GFDL GFDL L.A.L. CC GFDL pd GFDL CC CC pd CC



language multi Spanish multi multi multi English English multi multi English English English



scope all-purpose all-purpose all-purpose topical topical topical topical all-purpose topical topical topical topical



from 2001 2002 2006 2004 2005 2004 2005 2003 2003 2001 1995 2004



users 4,540k 
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